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Then shall the candidate be bound upon the wooden cross . . . After the third day
he shall be brought back from the dead and carried up to heaven to be on the
right hand of Him from whom he came. Surprisingly, these lines are from an
Egyptian initiation ritual thousands of years before the Christian drama. Linking
the two is just one fascinating element in this profound introduction to esoteric
Christianity, as timely today as when it was first published in 1920. Famed
clairvoyant Charles Webster Leadbeater was a bishop of the Liberal Catholic
Church, which preserves the sacraments while interpreting the scriptures with
maximum freedom. He quotes St. Augustine himself saying that what we now
call Christianity emerged at the very beginning of humanity as the one true
religion. To access its transformative force, Leadbeater returns to original
teachings and decodes its story symbolically as a guide for direct knowledge (Gr:
gnosis) of the Divine. "As Christ had the Godhead behind Him, so have we the
same power, although not yet unfolded as fully," he says. "Nevertheless, it is
only a question of development, and that development is certain." With the
authority of a scientist and a mystic, he addresses such topics as the birth of
Christ in the heart; God's utter love; divine grace; angelic help; the true meaning
of salvation; and reincarnation and the evolution of the soul.
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Then shall the candidate be bound upon the wooden cross . . . After the third day he shall be brought back
from the dead and carried up to heaven to be on the right hand of Him from whom he came. Surprisingly,
these lines are from an Egyptian initiation ritual thousands of years before the Christian drama. Linking the
two is just one fascinating element in this profound introduction to esoteric Christianity, as timely today as
when it was first published in 1920. Famed clairvoyant Charles Webster Leadbeater was a bishop of the
Liberal Catholic Church, which preserves the sacraments while interpreting the scriptures with maximum
freedom. He quotes St. Augustine himself saying that what we now call Christianity emerged at the very
beginning of humanity as the one true religion. To access its transformative force, Leadbeater returns to
original teachings and decodes its story symbolically as a guide for direct knowledge (Gr: gnosis) of the
Divine. "As Christ had the Godhead behind Him, so have we the same power, although not yet unfolded as
fully," he says. "Nevertheless, it is only a question of development, and that development is certain." With
the authority of a scientist and a mystic, he addresses such topics as the birth of Christ in the heart; God's
utter love; divine grace; angelic help; the true meaning of salvation; and reincarnation and the evolution of
the soul.
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Editorial Review

Review
"Leadbeater was one of the most prolific clairvoyants writing at the turn of the last century. His works have
remained extant and popular in New Age circles. This new edition of Christian Gnosis brings attention to
one of his lesser known topics of exploration, esoteric Christianity. Customers who were raised Christian and
have had trouble reconciling metaphysical practice with hierarchical Christian tradition will be relieved to
find a version of Christianity that allows them to embrace the teachings of Jesus and still practice magic"
--Anna Jedrziewski
, New Age Retailer

"This book of esoteric theology has as timely a message today as it had at the time of its writing, early in the
20th century. The author, a highly gifted seer as well as a clergyman, theosophist, and esoteric Christian,
remains one of the most fascinating figures of the tradition of alternative spirituality This is definitely highly
recommended." --Stephan Hoeller, Gnostic Bishop and author of Gnosticism: New Light on the Ancient
Tradition of Inner Knowing, Jung and the Lost Gospel, and The Fool's Pilgrimage Second Edition:
Kabbalistic Meditations on the Taro

"Christian Gnosis combines theosophical insight with esoteric ecclesiastical Christianity. It's a fascinating
compendium of creative cosmology applied elegantly to the great questions of human existence."
--Andrew Philip Smith, author of A Dictionary of Gnosticism, The Gnostic: Journal and Publisher of The
Bardic Press

"This Quest reprint, with its addition of excellent referencing, brings once more an outstanding work to any
and all who are interested in the esoteric - whether they be Christian or not. It is not a theology; it is one
man's journey of seeing beyond our earthly veil. Charles Leadbeater never sought to insist or impose, but to
share and by that sharing bring a willingness in the reader to question and consider as they search for their
own understanding of faith, and all that means. That is his greatest and most invaluable gift."
--The Right Reverend Graham Wale, Presiding Bishop of The Liberal Catholic Church

About the Author
Charles Webster Leadbeater (1847-1934) was a Church of England clergyman until he joined the
Theosophical Society in 1883. He spent some years in Sri Lanka working for the revival of Buddhism, and
later became the Presiding Bishop of the Liberal Catholic Church, which seeks to combine the preservation
of the Catholic sacraments with the widest measure of freedom of thought and interpretation of the
scriptures. He was a highly developed clairvoyant and the author of over thirty books on the spiritual life and
on the psychic nature of man. He unfolded and perfected his own psychic faculties under the guidance of his
Adept teacher and in 1893 began his clairvoyant investigations, on occasion collaborating with Annie
Besant, the second President of the Theosophical Society. His worldwide lectures presented a new viewpoint
to thousands of people.

Users Review

From reader reviews:
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Jennifer Galaviz:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they are still students or this for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they don't need
do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Christian Gnosis. All type of book can
you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Brian Griffith:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading
behavior give you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the particular information
inside the book that will improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what
kind of book you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if
you want experience happy read one having theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The Christian
Gnosis is kind of book which is giving the reader erratic experience.

Joyce Williams:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the concept Christian Gnosis
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by popular writer in this era. The book untitled Christian
Gnosisis the main of several books that will everyone read now. This specific book was inspired lots of
people in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new shape that you ever know previous
to. The author explained their idea in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to comprehend the core of
this guide. This book will give you a wide range of information about this world now. So you can see the
represented of the world in this book.

Sherry Fitzgerald:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the spare time or they will get
large amount of stress from both everyday life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we
will say absolutely sure. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of
activity are there when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer may unlimited right.
Then do you try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the
particular book you have read is definitely Christian Gnosis.
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